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A key basis for seeking periodic solutions of the CamassaHolm equation is to
understand the associated spectral problem
y$= 14 y+*my.
The periodic spectrum can be recovered from the norming constants and the
elements of the auxiliary spectrum. The potential can then be reconstructed from
the periodic spectrum. A necessary and sufficient condition for exponential decrease
of the widths *2n&*2n&1 for a sequence 0<*1*2< } } } of single or double eigen-
values tending to infinity is the real analyticity of m. The case of a purely simple
spectrum is typical of 0>m # C1(R).  1998 Academic Press
1
In looking for spatially periodic solutions of the recently derived
CamassaHolm equation [1]
ut&uxxt+3uux=2uxuxx+uuxxx
(here u is the fluid velocity in the x-direction), a key point is to understand
the associated spectral problem
y"= 14 y+*my (1)
where m=u&uxx and where the time t appears only as a parameter. We
look for those values of * # R for which (1) has a periodic or anti-periodic
solution on [0, 1]. While the solution of the CamassaHolm equation
develops in a complicated way, the periodic and antiperiodic spectra
remain unchanged (see [1]).
A quite complete picture of the spectrum for m of class C 1 was given in
[2]: if m0, the spectrum is a sequence of simple or double eigenvalues
tending to infinity,
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the lowest eigenvalue *0 being simple; if m0, we have a sequence







and if m changes sign on [0, 1], we have a two-sided sequence

















4 < } } } A .
An inverse spectral theory for (1) (meaning a way to rebuild the poten-
tial m from the spectral information) would have important applications in
looking for spatially periodic solutions of the CamassaHolm equation.
For example, in the finite-gap case (all but a finite number of eigenvalues
are double), we are able to linearize the CamassaHolm equation (see
[3]): on the real part of the Jacobi variety of a hyperelliptic Riemann
surface the complicated nonlinear CamassaHolm flow is converted into a
straight-line motion at constant speed.
Throughout this paper we assume that m(0, x)<0, x # [0, 1], m being of
class C5 in x (and class C1 in t) with period 1; the method works also in
the case when m(0, x)>0, x # [0, 1], m of class C 5 in x with period 1. This
assumption will enable us to solve the inverse spectral problem. A forth-
coming paper will show that in this case it is also possible to linearize the
flow: the complicated CamassaHolm motion will appear as a straight line
motion at constant speed on a compact -dimensional torus identifiable as
the real part of the Jacobi variety of a curve of infinite genus.
Before proceeding with the solution of the inverse spectral problem, let
us make an important comment. The assumption m<0 makes it possible
to transform (1) by the Liouville substitution
z(s)=|m(x)|14 y(x), s=
x0 - |m(r)| dr
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For Hill’s equation the inverse spectral problem was solved (see [7]) so
that we can rebuild Q(s) from the spectral information about (1). However,
this does not provide the solution to our problem since we need to recover
m from Q which is not reasonable.
In the coming sections we will refer to the results proved in [2, 3] and
use the notation we used there. To clarify the notation, let g(n)=O(n&k)
mean lim supn  [g(n) nk]<.
2
We assume that 0>m # C5(R), m with period 1.
Transforming (1) by means of the Liouville substitution into (2) and




(10 - |m(r)| dr)2
+
10 Q(s) ds
(10 - |m(r)| dr)2
+O(n&3).








are called the norming constants. Here [+k]k1 are the elements of the
auxiliary spectrum (with Dirichlet boundary conditions on [0, 1]).
Theorem 1. The periodic spectrum can be recovered from the +’s and the
norming constants.
Proof. Recall [2] that y2(1, *) is an entire function of * of order 12 .
Since y2(1, 0)=2 sh( 12) and the roots of y2(1, *)=0 are the +’s, we have






ck y* 2(1, +k)
, k1,
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and




the Wronskian y1 y$2& y$1 y2 being identical to 1, we know also 2(+k), k1.














+n&** & fn(*), fn(*)= ‘1m{n \
1&*+m
1&+n +m + ;
observe that fn are known since they are constructed from the +’s.
Similarly,











































Knowing 2(*) we know the periodic spectrum. K
We reconstruct now the potential from the periodic spectrum.








> jm{n (1&+n +m )
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which does not pause at simple periodic eigenvalues (i.e., d+n(t)dt has a
discrete set of roots unless *2n&1=*2n), whose initial values are +n(0)=+n
and for which the initial velocities are prescribed by choosing the signature of
the radical - 22(+n)&1 such that
- 22(+n)&1=&
1















Proof. We know from [3] that if we perform a translation in the
potential m(x)  m(x+t) by t # (0, 1], the periodic and anti-periodic spec-
trum remain unchanged while the auxiliary spectrum moves without pause







which have the form from the statement after using the product represen-
tation available for y2(1, *) and differentiating therein with respect to *.
The point with the prescription of the initial velocities was also clarified
in [3]. We have to prove that the system has a unique solution and that
the stated representation of the potential holds.
To prove existence and uniqueness for the initial value problem, we use
a method introduced by Trubowitz [7]. Place closed nonintersecting discs
Dn over [*2n&1 , *2n] with the centers at the midpoints of these intervals so
that, for n large enough, diam(Dn)=*2n&*2n&1+2 and all discs include in
their interiors the corresponding interval.
We rewrite the system as
d+n(t)
dt










are analytic in +k # Dk , k1.
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Observe that






1&+n +m } ‘1m{n }
1&+n*2m&1
1&+n+m }





















*2m&1 |+m&+n | +




























































we deduce that hn(+1 , +2 , ...)=O(n) in >k1 Dk .
We put (xn(0) # [0, ?2] and xn(1)&xn(0)=n?)
+n(t)=*2n&1+(*2n&*2n&1) sin2(xn(t)), n1,
obtaining that
sin xn cos xn
dxn
dt




sin xn cos xn hn(*1+(*2&*1) sin2 x1 , ...), n1.
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Since +n(t), n1, does not pause in [*2n&1 , *2n] if the interval is non-
degenerate (see [3]) we can cancel the factor sin xn cos xn and we have to
prove existence and uniqueness for the system
dxn
dt
=Hn(x1 , x2 , ...), n1.
Let X be the Banach space of points x=(x1 , x2 , ...) # R with the norm
&x&=n1 |xn |n3<. If H=(H1 , H2 , ...) we will see that the Lipschitz
condition
&H(x)&H( y)&K1 &x& y&, x, y # X,
is satisfied, proving thus the existence and uniqueness part.





2? - &1 |Dn
hn(..., +m&1 , z, +m+1 , ...)
(z&+m)2
dz
that |hn +m |K2n, m1, for some K2>0, thus
|Hn(x)&Hn( y)|K2n :
m1







































(*2m&*2m&1) sin xm cos xm Hm(x1 , x2 , ...), n1,
and we find that xn # C2[0, 1] for n1 thus +n # C2[0, 1] for n1.
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All we have to do now is to prove the stated representation of the potential.





















we find the desired representation for m.
Indeed, let us assume that (3) and (4) hold. Recall [3] that translations
in the potential m(t)  m(t+x) by x # (0, 1] move +k(x), k1, but leave
the periodic and anti-periodic spectra unchanged. Obviously u(x+t)&
































which, combined with (4), yields the desired representation for m.
To complete the proof of Theorem 2 we have to show that the trace
formulas (3)(4) hold.
Consider the meromorphic function y* 2(1, *)y2(1, *) inside the circle Cn
centered at the origin and with radius Rn=(+n+1++n)2. For n large
enough there is no pole on this circle so
1
































, * # Cn .
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The asymptotics of the *k ’s permits a repetition of the arguments from
above. We obtain the trace formula (4). K
Corollary 1. All eigenvalues but the first are double if and only if the
potential is a negative constant.
Proof. It is easy to check that if m is a negative constant then all eigen-
values but the first are double. The converse follows from the representa-
tion formula for the potential given by Theorem 2. K
Corollary 2. The potential is of period 1k if and only if all intervals
[*2n&1 , *2n] collapse whenever n is not a multiple of k.
Proof. If m(x) is of period 1k, so will be +n(x), n1, and from the fact
that +n(x) hits *2n exactly n times in unit time if *2n&1{*2n it becomes clear
that if n is not a multiple of k, then [*2n&1 , *2n] is a degenerate interval.
If for all n not a multiple of k the interval [*2n&1 , *2n] collapses, we let
xn=kyn with yn(1)& yn(0)=(nk) ? for all nondegenerate intervals. The
system for yn will have a unique solution and the corresponding +n ’s are
all periodic of period 1k; so is m from the representation formula. K
3
Let 0>m # C5(R), m with period 1.
The intervals (&, *0), (*1 , *2), (*3 , *4), ... are called forbidden bands
since there is an unbounded solution (on the line) of y"= 14y+*my if *<*0
or * # (*2n&1 , *2n), n1: this is easy to see by using the Floquet theory for
the equivalent Hill equation (2).
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Theorem 3. The widths *2n&*2n&1 are rapidly decreasing (i.e., *2n&
*2n&1=O(n&p) as n   for every p=1, 2, ...) if and only if m # C. Real
analyticity of m is equivalent to exponential decrease of the widths of the
forbidden bands.
Proof. If m # C or m is real analytic, so will be Q(s) so that we get to
the conclusions regarding the widths of the forbidden bands by the results
regarding (2); see [6, 7].
Assume that the widths of the forbidden bands are rapidly decreasing.
Again, by the results in [6], we get Q # C and, successively, m # C6, then
m # C7 etc ...
Assume now that the widths of the forbidden bands decrease exponen-
tially. We will show that the solution (x1(t), x2(t), ...) to the system in the
proof of Theorem 2 is analytic in a neighborhood of t=0.
Let *2n&*2n&1<ae&bn for n1. We can choose c # (0, b) so that
|Jxn |<cn places
+n=*2n&1+(*2n&*2n&1) sin2 xn
in Dn and ultimately in the concentric subdisc of diameter *2n&*2n&1+
2n2. It is not hard to see that the proof of the Lipschitz condition on H
holds for the class of complex sequences x=(x1 , x2 , ...) with (Rx1 , Rx2 , ...) # X






2 , ...) ds, k1,
where xn(0) # [0, ?2] preserves this class for small |t| since
|Jxk+1n (t)| } |
t
0
Hn ds }=O( |t| n).
We find that the solution (x1(t), x2(t), ...) to the system
dxn(t)
dt
=Hn(x1 , x2 , ...), n1,
is analytic in a neighborhood of t=0. Applying the same argument to a
translation in the potential we find that xn(t) is analytic in a neighborhood
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is uniformly convergent, we find that u is real analytic. Therefore m(t)=
u(t)&u"(t) is also real analytic. K
Recall [3] that the CamassaHolm equation preserves the periodic and
anti-periodic spectrum of (1). In view of this fact, we have the following
interesting implications of Theorem 3:
Corollary 3. A spatially periodic solution of the CamassaHolm equa-
tion which is initially of class C is of class C for all time. A spatially
periodic solution of the CamassaHolm equation which is initially real
analytic is spatially real analytic for all time.
Corollary 4. If u(t, x) is a finite-gap solution of the periodic Camassa
Holm equation which is initially of class C7 in x, then u(t, x) is spatially real
analytic for all time.
Proof. We saw in [3] that m(0, x)=u(0, x)&uxx(0, x) has no zeros. It
is of class C5. Since all but a finite number of the forbidden bands collapse
we conclude by Theorem 3. K
4
In [3] we saw that if m # C1(R) is with period 1 and such that all eigen-
values but a finite number are double, then m<0 or m>0. A necessary
and sufficient condition was given in [3] for 0<*0<*1< } } } <*2g to be
the simple spectrum of some 0>m # C1(R). The question answered by the
next result appears thus naturally.
Theorem 4. The case of purely simple spectrum is typical of 0>m #
C(R) with period 1.
Proof. The iterative procedure of defining y1(x, *) and y2(x, *) used in








where yx2(1, *) is the solution computed for a translation by x in the poten-
tial, we obtain that 2(*) is also an analytic function of m # C for fixed
* # R.
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The part of C in which *2n&1=*2n is closed ((*) 2(*) is an analytic
function of m # C for fixed * # R and *2n&1=*2n is equivalent to
(*) 2(*2n)=0); we have to prove that it cannot contain an open region.








where Cn is a circle enclosing ** but excluding *k for k{2n, k{2n&1,
n1, shows that ** is also an analytic function of m # C. Therefore, the
composite function 2(**) is analytic in m # C and we would have that










then, by a result in [3], there is a potential 0>m # C1(R) with period 1
(actually, by Corollary 4, we have m # C) which produces a spectrum
that has all forbidden bands but the n th one collapsing, the n th one being
[b, c] and the groundvalue of the spectrum being a. K
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